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 A: I finally got it working. There is only one.dat file needed, and the savegames can be located like: Savegames\Limbo\Full Version\ (Go to Savegame folder) I found a a website with instructions, and simply used the Limbo_Hud_v1.pak file as a texture pack, and it worked fine. So do not worry about the.dat files! Time to take down the fake maps on Google Maps? I’m not entirely sure where to
begin with this. All I know is that I can’t find my apartment, and Google Maps is acting up again. For what it’s worth, I swear that the layout on Google Maps matches the one I’ve used for a while now. I even spent $5 to get the satellite view turned on, so that I could take a look around my neighborhood. And as far as I can tell, it’s all gone on the Street View. I’m still very confused as to why that’s

happened. I thought that Google Maps had an entire camera network all over the world that took pictures every couple of months, and then got to processing that data to make the maps. I know that Google has said in the past that they actually have an entire fleet of trucks that cover every street in America, and the pictures get processed and mapped out, but I haven’t ever heard of anything that’s close
to this scale. Of course, if all that’s true, and I’m looking at it right, then it’s because Google Maps’ traffic data must be incredibly inconsistent. How does it keep getting better and better, while these old Google Maps continue to get worse and worse? It has to be a statistical mystery. And that just leads me to the big question: What the hell is Google Maps doing? Google Maps has been in trouble for

years now. But in the past, at least, they seemed to be able to explain it away. The alternative maps, while hardly perfect, were still better than nothing. I mean, I was able to find my apartment all right, and the Street View didn’t suck. Maybe this is the year that Google really goes down? I mean, if it’s even possible that the entire thing has gone off the rails… Google is 82157476af
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